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RELATIVE AGE DETERMINATION FROM 1:1.5 MILLION 
GEOLOGICAL MAPPING, SAPAS MONS FMAP, VENUS; G. R. Brakenridge, 
Geography Department, Surficial Processes Lab, Dartmouth College, Hanover, 
NH 03755 USA 

Geological mapping in Quadrangles V26 and V38 (250 N- 250 S, 180- 
2100) is underway in order to elucidate geological history and test for Earth- 
like plate tectonics early in this planet's historyl. ~errick's2 model for 
resurfacing history posits shutdown of plate mobility on Venus at -.8 Ga, and 
thus imposition of very different stress fields on now-relict features. In order to 
segregate younger from older tectonics, work at high spatial resolution is 
necessary: this offers the best chance of locating the embayment and cross- 
cutting relations needed. I am mapping within a GIs environment and using 
the recently released sinusoidal projected FMAP framelets as the primary base 
material. 

The accompanying map segment (abstracted from a color version) 
shows "ridged plains" embaying large, isolated ridges or ridge belts. These 
ridges are the southern extensions of features which, to the north, may record 
the position of ancient leaky transform faulting, pull-apart basins, and 
spreading centersl. They exhibit a crudely bilaterally symmetrical character, 
and paired ridge segments and opposing elliptical domes are common. The 
ridge belts are younger than the very heavily faulted tessera units and are 
commonly older than the adjacent plains. However, there exist at least three 
different-age plains lava units, and the darkest, younger units clearly embay 
the older, more radar-bright units (e.g. at 1N187). The older units may be 
approximately coeval to the ridge belts. Rare impact craters scar their surfaces, 
whereas craters are entirely absent from the younger plains. Faulting and 
fracturing is complex and polygenetic, but an age sequence of (oldest) crenulate 
ridges and parallel lineaments (within the eastern portion of the figure); and 
(youngest) straight, sometimes intersecting lineaments is clear. The latter 
(relatively young) units are remarkably straight (or arcuate) and continuous: 
they may be compatible with regionally uniform strain patterns extending 
hundreds of km (much unlike the present case on ~arth3).  In contrast, the 
crenulate ridges do not transect the ridge belt and they vary transitionally in 
their orientation, density, and appearance (degree of sinuosity, widths, and 
longitudinal continuity). Finally, prominent opposing scarps mark the location 
(near IN185 and 311185 symbols on figure) of an apparent broad graben which 
extends southward from a ridge belt, post-dates the crenulate ridges and 
plains, and is itself transected by the straight lineaments. 
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